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Abstract: Electromagnetic pollution of environment ls
relatively new ecological factor which danger is growing
steodily as a result of development and integration of modern electronic technolog,, and devices. Increasing level of
electromagnetic radiation poses the problem of development of new types of building materials protecting man
from the potential environmental hazard. The report is devoted to problem of radio safe human buildings in the conditions of growing electromagnetic smoke.

The carbon additions impart radio waves absorption properties to foam materials.
The composition of carbon foam glass was determined on
the basis of results of theoretical and experimental research.
lt was shown that broad band affenuation of electromagnetic
radiation is due to self-organization of electroconducting
carbon reticulate structures within foam materials. The formation of these structures of soot in the foam glass is characteristic for soot with high structure parameter and specific
surface of about 100
150 m2lg. The developed materials
have low density (120 650 kg/m3), good heat-insulating
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INTRODUCTION
An increasing electromagnetic (EM) background effecting on people is formed by external EM sources (broadcasting station, town transport, cellular telephones etc.) and internal EM radiation sources placed in home (home electronic
setups) as well. Modern human buildings not only protect
men from external EM radiation, but they also are EM radiation sources themselves. The power of EM radiation of broad
spectrum of frequencies inside human house will be grow in
the process of development of "intelligent house" in which
concentration of electronic devices are very high. In the report it is shown that present-day used building materials are
not workable for ecologically safe human house construction
in new conditions. Their application leads to more degradation of EM environment inside house. Calculation performed
shown that "hot zones" with high level of microwave radiation are formed inside house in the result of interference and
multiple scattering microwave radiation of electronic devices
in "intelligent house".

THE MAIN REQUIREMENTS FOR RADIO
PROTECTIVE BUILDING MATERIALS
The basic requirements placed upon construction materials by EM safety and compatibility with modern electronic
setups are given in the report. The following properties of
building protective materials are selected as basic: radio frequency region of shielding; reflection coefficient versus radio
frequency; specific MW absorption versus radio frequency;
density; ecological safety and noncombustibility; low cost;
strength and other constructional properties.
Efficiency of radio protective materials are determined by
the sum of the following factors:
E: E"b, + Eref * Er."t,
where En6, is coefficient of absorption of EM radiation, E,..sis
reflection factor, and Er"u, is factor of attenuation due to multiple scattering EM waves in the materials.
Among promising candidates for radio protective building materials are foam materials - foam glass and cellular
concrete doped with carbon black, graphite, or carbon fibres.
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properties (thermal conductivity - 0.06-0.09 Wm2 s), reasonable strength (0.4 - l. MPa), low cost, high soundproofing, high specific EM waves absorption coefficient
(3-10 dB/cm in the frequency region 0.1 - l5 GHz), and low
reflection factor about 15 - 30 CdB). The developed foam
materials are designed for building walls, production of absorbing panels for coating walls and ceilings.
The main requirement to production technology is the
possibility to change dielectric properties across the width of
the materials. It permits to provide soft input EM wave into
material and decrease reflection of EM energy. Spacevarying properties are reached technologically by development of composite materials, for example, of "dielectricferrite" type or production of foam materials with varying
density.

The calculation methods of electromagnetic property for
foam composites based on fractal theory are discussed in the
report. The analysis of the obtained results was shown that
cellular materials produced with carbon additions may be
applied to manufacturing radio wave absorbing constructions
with small reflection factor. The schemes of absorbing constructions based on developed cellular materials are given in
the report.

CONCLUSION
At the present time coincidentally with development of electronic technology and extended introduction it in human life,

it is necessary to develop and produce building materials
capable of providing safety of people in the conditions of
growing EM smoke. The research and pilot test curried out
shown that it is possible to produce cheap radio protective
building materials with propensity to substituting for ordinary construction materials.
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